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Custom Digital Course Materials

ABOUT SKYEPACK

Skyepack designs custom digital course materials for 
educators across the country, giving them access to a 
dedicated team of designers who curate and create 
innovative–and course-specific–digital educational 
materials. Throughout the thorough design process, 
Skyepack independently builds upon instructors’ existing 
course materials, sourcing additional relevant resources 
through their digital database, giving professors time back 
to focus on what’s most important – improving their 
effectiveness and learning outcomes for students.  

Skyepack’s modernized approach to creating custom 
learning materials allows professors to provide students 
with the most up-to-date information, ensuring that course 
materials are as flexible as professors’ lesson plans. Best 
of all, Skyepack’s solutions are low-cost and 
budget-friendly, ensuring financial accessibility and equal 
learning outcomes for all students.

Deborah Hall is an experienced professor who currently 
teaches a graduate-level introductory integrated 
marketing and communications class at The University 
of Mississippi’s School of Journalism and New Media. 

In the fall of last year, Professor Hall was struggling to 
find a better textbook for students that was both 
budget-friendly and relevant to her teaching materials. 
She also received feedback from her class auditor, who 
instructed her to make her PowerPoint available before 
class–but sometimes, doing so was easier said than done. 
She needed cost-effective, easily accessible, and relevant 
course materials that would bolster her as a professor 
and improve students’ learning outcomes–and that’s 
where Skyepack stepped in to help.

THE CHALLENGE

Case Study

Being a college professor involves so much more 
than lecturing. From developing lesson plans to 
conducting research and serving on leadership 
committees, professors are busy–sometimes too 
busy to re-develop coursework and curricula every 
semester. 

On the flip side, students at larger universities have 
the choice to be selective when choosing classes 
and professors, especially in general studies or 
foundational courses. This makes professors’ jobs 
ever more challenging, as they have to find ways 
to stand out amongst the crowd of others who might 
be teaching the same course. 

Traditional textbooks aren’t making their jobs any 
easier, nor are they enhancing students’ learning 
experiences. Costs are high, the material is often 
outdated, and due to their static nature, textbook 
materials often fail to provide students and 
professors alike access to the most up-to-date 
resources. Simply put – often, professors and 
students alike can no longer rely on traditional 
textbooks to provide accurate, up-to-date, and 
relevant supplementary information, which hinders 
both their effectiveness and students' success in 
the long run.
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IMPACT

Professor Hall repeatedly emphasized the ease of 
working with the Skyepack team to develop her custom 
course pack, noting that they made it “easy” for her to 
build upon existing coursework and expand it to best 
benefit her as an instructor and her students. She noted 
that once she would send over her PowerPoints, the 
Skyepack team would “build the material around it,” she 
would review, and the Skyepack team would revise and 
finalize, ensuring that all materials were delivered on 
time for classes. 

But Professor Hall noted the Skyepack team’s extra effort, 
mentioning that they didn’t “just regurgitate what I had 
in my PowerPoints…they [would] research…and pull those 
materials that they have available together and put [them] 
in an order similar to what I had done [in the past].” 
Professor Hall added that taking this extra step allowed 
her and her students to gain access to additional 
materials, noting that the Skyepack team would 
incorporate “more than I normally would in my 
PowerPoint.”  

And her students took note–Professor Hall relayed one 
of her previous student reviews with surprise, noting that 
“one of the most unexpected was in one of my reviews 
where the students mentioned a couple of the students 
mentioned liking having those additional 
readings…because it gave them more background…for 
students to tell you they like to have the extra reading 
is kind of unusual.” 

Using Skyepack’s custom-developed course pack has 
had a direct impact on student engagement, with 
Professor Hall noting that “their engagement and their 
understanding seem heightened because they had the 
opportunity to read” materials before class. With a class 
size of over 170 students, this is incredibly significant. 
 
Perhaps the most significant indicator of Skyepack’s 
impact on Professor Hall is her recommendation to her 
fellow professors teaching the same introductory course. 
She noted that the materials Skyepack developed were 
“just perfect,” and that “one of my cohorts has chosen to 
use it this semester,” as well. 

“THIS HAS PROVEN TO BE…VERY, VERY, VERY 
HELPFUL…SIMPLY BECAUSE…I COULD ASSIGN 
READINGS…THAT WENT ALONG WITH…THE 
CLASS… IT WAS JUST PERFECT.” 

- DR. HALL
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A TRUSTED PARTNERSHIP

“This has proven to be…very, very, very helpful…Simply 
because…I could assign readings…that went along 
with…the class…Students were able to come to class with 
some idea in mind [of] what was coming up and what 
we'd be talking about…It was just perfect.” 

Looking for a partner to help you develop custom digital 
course materials for higher education, K-12 education, 
and corporate instruction? 

Go to the link below to schedule a 20-minute introductory 
call with Skyepack today! 

The marketing industry is rapidly changing. To be 
best prepared to enter the industry, future 
professionals need access to the best, most 
up-to-date education possible. 

But professors’ demanding roles make it near 
impossible to update their teaching materials in 
real-time, and students can’t afford to purchase new 
resources and supplementary materials on the 
regular. To give her students the best-integrated 
marketing communications education possible, 
Professor Hall needed educational resources that 
were relevant, interactive, and met department 
standards. And most of all, her students needed to 
be able to afford them. 

Skyepack has exceeded this need for Professor Hall, 
who began working with our team in the fall of 2021 
to design a digital course pack based on PowerPoints 
that she and her fellow Intro to Integrated Marketing 
Communications professors created. 

Speaking generally about her “very easy” experience 
working with the Skyepack, Professor Hall remarked 
that she is “really grateful for having such an easy 
solution to the problem that [we] face teaching that 
course.” 


